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Introduction

The idea for “Painting with Yarn” first came to me when I saw the beautiful cross stitch designs of my
friend, Deb. I had just taken a picture of one of the roses in my garden, and decided then and there to
design a pillow that would showcase my favorite one. I reasoned that the only difference between
cross stitch and my idea was that I would be knitting the canvas and the motif at the same time. My
Tropicana Rose pillow design was the result of that effort-the rest is history.
As a result, prompted by my brother Wayne, who knits, and helped me develop my “Tabi” sock
pattern, and…. my dear friend and Cross stitch designer Deborah Dick ( temptingtangles.com), I
decided to take on the task of writing this e-book. My source for this undertaking was the stack of
notes and scribbles accumulated as I worked out my designs. Of course, being able to read the
scribbled notes was a job in and of itself, but I finally did it.
My goal in this e-book is to map out in word and illustration, my understanding of the process of
using many colored yarns in one project. From the simplest design to the most complicated, the
principles are the same, making it a book that is helpful to anyone interested in color knitting.
This e-book was not created for you just to read. I was created for you to see and do. So, grab your
yarn and let’s get started!
Happy Knitting - KT
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Planning the Project

One of the first things I do after charting my idea, is to take the time do plan how I can use the
various color techniques to accomplish what I have pictured in my mind. Not only do I have
colored yarn to paint with, but I also have various stitches to create different textures and details
that can add touch of realism to my project.
On the next few pages, I will be using the basic knit portion of my Whitetail Buck pillow pattern to
walk you through the process I go through, hoping it will inspire you to begin to create many
lovely projects of your own. But first we mustMake the chart
Choose the yarn
Choose the colors
Choose the techniques to use
Mark up the Chart

The above picture if of my original Whitetail Buck pillow design. I have since enlarged it to
a 16 inch version and changed a few elements in the picture. As a result we will be working
in this book with the updated version. I included that picture so that you can see the
overlay stitches as well as the crocheted antlers. But...., for the present we will focus on
the “basic knit.” So lets’ get started -
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Charting Your Design
For those of you who wish to create your own charts, I suggest Pattern Maker for Cross Stitch. It works
just great for knitting and allows you to create the specialty (chains, etc) stitches that you see in the
chart below. All you have to do is set the “fabric” count to your knitting gauge. My pillows are set at 8
stitches, and 11 rows. This creates the exact measurements and charts I need to be able to claim,
“What you see, is what you get.”
You can also use graph paper, or create your own with your publishing software. Just remember to
establish your knitting gauge first.
Once you have created your picture I strongly suggest that you number your rows-odd number for the
“knit” rows and even for the “purl” rows. Below is one of my first charts,. In this chart your can see
that I have numbered the knit rows in the column on the right. I have also indicated the purl rows with
the *dots. Numbering your rows helps you keep track of where you are on the chart. It also helps in
planning where to use the DTS (double tail strand, *Intarsiamania book I)yarn technique, should you
decide to use it.
The dots indicating the purl rows are optional, but are a great reminder.,especially in a all white
background. They are not needed in a solid colored chart. As a practical matter all charts are read as
follows:
Bottom to top
Knit rows - right to left
Purl rows - left to right
3 5
3 3
31
2 9
2 7
2 5
23
2 1
1 9
17
15
13
1 1
9
7
5
3
P

1

K
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Choosing the Yarn
What kind of yarn is best for this project?

What kind of yarn do I use? Wool fingering yarn.
Why wool? It spit splices easily, which eliminates many extra ends you would have to weave in at the
finish of your project. The yarn I use is Palette 100% wool fingering yarn from Knitpicks.com. It is
reasonably priced, doesn’t bleed, and the yardage is per skein is ample .
However, any good two ply wool fingering yarn will do. I am sure you have a favorite of your own.

Checking Your Yarn for Bleeding
One of the things I have learned to do, is to pre-wash a sample of my yarns to check for bleeding. The
way to do this is to take a “Cool Whip” bowl top, snip it in from the edge about ½ inch deep, at what
every intervals you’d like. Next, wrap a sample of the yarn around across the top of the lid, catching it
in the grooves. Do a couple of wraps for each color. They will overlap in the center. When you are
through wrapping all your colors, soak the lid in wool wash, rinse, and let dry. If they are going to
bleed at all, you will see it right away.

Choosing the Colors
Here again, I go to the Palette yarn, as it has the most variety of colors to choose from. Sarahs Yarns
also has a good selection in her Jagger “Maine Line” fingering yarns. I suggest that you send for a
color card from Sarahsyarns.com.
Knitpicks does not have a color card, but you can click on each color to enlarge it, take a screen print,
or use your “snipping tool” in Windows 7 to take a clip of it. Make a folder with all the colors in it,
then you will have your own private library of Palette colors right at hand.
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What to do Now? What to do Later?

Simplifying the Chart
One of the things I learned to do soon after I started this type of color knitting was to simplify the
chart. I decided that there were enough colors to deal with in the main theme, and the rest could be
added later as duplicate stitches, crocheted chain s or whatever specialty stitches I would need to
complete the details of my picture. The result of that simplification was the chart above. I call it my
“basic knit.”

The Plan
Now - Knit Basic chart

Later - Use crochet stitches to outline tail, make tree trunk, etc.
Overlay fall colors on brushes with duplicate stitches
Use Crochet chain stitches to make the antlers
8

Choosing the Technique

Intarsia

Intarsia

Armenian

Intarsia

Armenian

Armenian
Intarsia

Once the chart is simplified, next comes choosing the knitting methods and techniques for specific
areas of the chart.. From the three methods, Fair Isle, Armenian knitting and Intarsia, I have
chosen the following approach for this particular chart.
1. Border pattern, Fir branch, buck, stream ( including sand at waters edge), mountain, snow, back
ground trees(black), and sky = Intarsia Why? I wanted a single layer with a clean look.
2. Greenery, shrubs, fir tree, oak,and background trees = Armenian knitting Why? I like the
blended colors in the foliage. It also gives a sort of textured look.
* I will be trapping the alternate yarn every other stitch.
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Choosing the Technique
Fair Isle or Intarsia?

Choosing the best technique for your project, is a matter of how you want the finished product to
look. In my first test swatch for this pillow I used the “Fair Isle” technique, allowing the dark green
floats to ride across the back surface of the work.
In the above photo, in the red box, you can see the dark shadow of green behind the white surface. I
didn’t particularly like this affect, so I opted for Intarsia in this area of the chart, instead. Intarsia
will give me a cleaner look.

This is another reason why a knitting up a swatch of a portion of the chart using the technique and
colors you are going to use is a great idea.
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Choosing the Technique- Cont.

On this page is a section of the charted frame surrounding the central motif
of the pillow top. Here again, I have to decide what method I will use to knit
the design. I chose Intarsia. Why? After trying both Fair Isle, Instarsia, and
a combination of the both, Intarsia had the cleanest look. However, if you
are not bothered by a slight shadow underneath the white, then be all means,
give Fair Isle a try. The only portion that is really crucial is the individual
scroll curls in the samples below.

As you can see at a glance, these single
stitch, individual curls, need to be defined.
The “double-tailed strand” technique I used
for these areas will be illustrated in the
Intarsiamania book I,in Technical
Tutoring.
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Marking Up the Chart
Central Motif
The next part of the plan, includes marking the locations for some of your yarn insertions. The
strands for Intarsia are self evident, as they are inserted at the color change, and most will be
simply single strands. However, occasionally you will be able to use the “double-tailed strand”,
which I mark with a “V.”
Below is a perfect example of where I can use this technique in the central motif of the basic knit.

V

Any place you can find to use this technique will eliminate one yarn end that you DO NOT have to
weave end later.
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Side Border

On the side border, my technique of choice is again, Intarsia. The single line of gold stitches that
form the inside border of the frame is one strand of yarn, spit spliced together and marked with an
“X” at the scroll curls. Additional yarn strands are added as necessary, and marked with an + .
The curls of the scroll extending out into the pillow offer another opportunity to apply the “doubletail strand(DTS) of yarn.. See examples below. These yarn inserts are marked with a “V.”
Side Scroll Curl #1
At left you can see where I have marked
the DTS. I have also marked the
direction in which I will be using each
tail of the yarn. Here again, it is vital
that you know which row ( knit or
purl)you will be inserting the yarn.

X
X
X
X
X
X V
X

What’s in the “red” boxes? It is a
reminder for me to lift the gold yarn tail
in the previous row, and carry it to the
left.

X
X
X
X

All these doodles are just reminders of
your plan of attack.

X
X
X
X
X
V

K

Side Scroll Curl #2

The second curl, is handled a bit
differently.
X
X
X
X

V
X
X
X
X
X

V

X
X X
X
X
X
X

Do you see the change?
All these marks and doodles are
simply reminders. Take advantage
of them.
*All these symbols are available in
PatternMaker. You just need to
remember to make yourself a symbol
key for your patterns.
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Bottom Border

Below is the suggested mark ups for the bottom border. Again, I am taking advantage of the DTS.
The green + shows single yarn inserts.

V

V

V

Other areas across the bottom border offer other opportunities to use the DTS. I have marked them with the
“V” as before. This time the “red” box indicates the finishing stitch in the dome shape. The tail you use to do
these stitches with will be decided by the row you are on. In this case it will be a “knit” row, so you will be
using the left tail.

K

V

V

V

V

These same principles apply to the top border as well. Give it a try. Make a swatch of the design, and
try out the different methods. Do a mini-section of the border in Fair Isle, then do one in Intarsia
using the DTS. Compare the two methods, keeping in mine that you want a smooth transition, and
even stitch tension. I will note here that when you have a single stitch accent row, an even tension is
essential.
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Section 11

Knitting it Up!

Yarn Preparation

Once you have made the decisions discussed on the previous pages, its time to start knitting -well
almost. Next we have to decide whether we will be working with yarn bobbins, yarn butterflies or
single strands of yarn.

yarn bobbins = usually plastic forms with notches on each end to secure yarn.

Yarn butterflies= long strands of yarn that are wrapped in a figure eight allowing one end to be
freely pull out when yarn is needed. There are YouTube videos that show you how to do this.

Single strands (my preferred method) = usually an arm length span of yarn or more.
Depending on the amount of stitches your need, you can pull off as much as you want. These strands
look like a mess of tangled colors, but are easily pulled free when necessary. One of the secrets to good
yarn management using the single strands is to break, or cut off unnecessary yarns to 6 inches
immediately after securing them, as shown in “How to End a Color” in Technical Tutoring.
If you have decided on this approach, then I suggest you wind up your colors into about 1-½ inch balls.
You can then peel off what you need from these, and will not have to carry around the full skeins in
your knitting bag. By the way, I use my Stranded Knitting Bag for these projects as well as for my
other color works.
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Completing the First Stage
To begin your pillow top, you will need to use a provisional crocheted chain. Using a crochet hook
that is equivalent to the size of the needle your are knitting with, and a waste piece of yarn, chain up
the number of stitches needed according to your chart, plus 10. Pull the yarn through, break off yarn
at about 6 inches, and tie a loose knot in the end. This knot indicates the end of the chain. Turn your
chain over, so the back of the chain is exposed.
Using your working yarn, and your knitting needle, begin picking up loops of yarn through the single
loop on the back of the chain, starting 5 chain loops in from the end of the chain ( the one with the
knot in it.). This first row of loops is considered row #1 of chart. From this point on you will be
reading your chart and marking off the rows as you finish them. I usually use a felt tip marker to
line out the rows.
Once you finish your basis knit you are ready for the next phase.
Below is a photo of my basic knit in it’s raw form.
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Preparing the Canvas

Once I have finished the basic knit, the next step is to prepare the knitted canvas for the detail
stitches. First, check your knitting for any loose stitches. Pull all slack from these stitches to
the back side. You can tack these loops down with a single ply of your yarn ends. You will notice in
the photo below that I have Coiless pins in my work. I slip these pins through the loops I have
pulled to the back, to adjust my loose stitches on the front. These pins identify the loops that I
need to attach to the back surface. If you don’t have any, get some.
Once I have satisfied myself that all the loose stitches have been taken care of, then and only
then do I proceed to weave in the ends of my yarns. Never use the yarn loops to secure yarn ends.
Instead, with a sharp needle, work the ends in through the actual fibers of the yarn. Beginning
with a tiny back stitch, pinch the knitted canvas between your index finger and thumb. Work your
needle up and down as you press forward, being careful not to go through the front surface of your
knitting. Once you have woven about ¾ inch out, turn and weave back to where you began.
Immediately cut the strand. In Armenian knitting you can weave at various angles.
I prefer to separate the plies of yarn (my fingering yarn has two plies), and weave each one in,
going in different directions. Why? Because it lessens the bulk in one spot. In the Intarsia section,
you can do this where the two yarns interlock. In Armenian knitting, you can weave your yarns in
wherever you like, as you have two layers of yarn and can weave the ends in through the fibers in
the middle. I usually work from the outside in, but it depends on what mood I’m in. There is no
hard and fast rule. It’s whatever works best for you.

Loose stitch
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Time for the Details

This is the part where I begin to really get creative. I will add the Fall colors in the foliage using
the Duplicate stitch, with a single ply and yarn needle. The same is true for the Fir branch. For
the outline of the buck’s ears and tail I used a crochet ed chain, again, using a single ply-same
for the tree trunk. The antlers are crocheted with a the regular fingering yarn (double ply), as I
want them thicker. Of course, all these details are a matter of what looks good to you. I have
often changed my mind when it comes to the detail work, so don’t be afraid to experiment. The
trick is not to weave in any ends until you are sure you are satisfied with the look. You can always
pull out the yarn and start over.
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Blocking Your Work
After completing all the detail stitches and working in all the ends, I pick up the stitches on
the left side (see pattern for number) with N-A (needle A). You then have NA carrying the
stitches on the top and left side. Next, slip the top row of stitches onto a spare circle needle
of the same or smaller size just to hold them secure temporarily. This extra needle frees
up NA so that it can carry the left edge and bottom stitches.
With a new 47 inch circle needle, ( N -B)pick up the stitches off the crocheted chain.
beginning at the right lower with wrong side turned up, release chain one stitch at a time,
slipping them onto NB, working right to left toward the tip of NA. Once the loops are on the
new needle, turn your work to the right side ,and beginning at the left bottom corner of the
pillow top, using NA, knit across these stitches.
Using NB, pick up the required stitches for the right side of the pillow top. Continuing with
NB, knit the stitches off the spare needle holding the top stitches. Discard the spare needle.
With all stitches live on two 47 inch circle needles, I wash my pillow top in wool wash, then
roll it in a towel to take out the moisture. Using the needles as blocking rods, I pin out the
pillow top to size, and let it dry. Once it it dry, it is ready for the cord tubing to be knitted.
The instructions for the tubing is included in the pattern.

N -B

N -A

N -B

N -A
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Finishing Up!
The photo below is of the finished product. This is the corded version. You will find the pattern and
complete instructions on my website at www.idahostixandstrings.com. This pattern is a free PDF
download. The finishing instructions gives you a choice of closures-corded or not corded.
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